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There’s a lot of heavy bass influence in my music style. What’s strange is that a lot of the 
bookings and lineups I’ve been on lately are based off some of the more melodic releases I 
have on Soundcloud, like my track ‘Alice’.

All the stuff I’ve been cranking out in the past six months though is back to that trap and 
heavy bass sound. I’m shooting for releases with labels like Never Say Die in the next couple 
years. Expect very heavy 140BPM and 145BPM tracks that are gonna ruin everyone’s faces.

When in your life did you realize that producing music was something you 
wanted to pursue?

Well, I wasn’t necessarily producing, but when I was 8 years old I started playing piano. 
When I was around 13 years old, I composed a three-part symphony, I think that’s where it all 
really started for me.

I used to wanna be in a band with some of my friends really badly. Muse was one of my 
biggest influence at the time. Around 17 years old was when I started to produce music. 
I remember my brother showed me a live stream of Ultra, I think it was Armin Van Buren 
playing, which started getting me into a bunch of trance type music.

Then I started DJing house parties, not even realizing what I was really doing. I kinda went 
through a big Porter Robinson phase while he was making complextro and his Spitfire EP and 
a few years later here I am, making this heavy dub music that I’m really proud of.

Who are some of your favorite artists to listen to?

There’s a lot of artists I listen to, but MineSweepa, Eptic, Dr. Ozi, and my homie Carbin are 
some of my favorites at the moment.

If you could collaborate with any artist today, who would it be and why?

Probably Laxx from Never Say Die because I think that the way he produces is fantastic. I’ve 
always dug more trap-style percussion, but with more heavy dub synths. Artists like Laxx have 
really helped me find and develop my new sound that I’m about to be bringing to everyone 
this year. I love making future bass, but maybe it’s just the emotion of grinding out really 
heavy bass music that makes me feel more accomplished in the studio.
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Which song of yours is your favorite to play live?

My song ‘Atlas’ with Carbin and I featuring Knat Turner is always really hype to play. It’s one 
of my most played songs and I have so many different ways I can mix it into my sets, whether it 
be with new tracks that I have or new tracks from homies I’ve been making music with. It’s also 
just a perfect bridge into dropping any heavy bass track you can imagine.

What can you tell us so far about the next project you are working on?

I have a lot of tracks and remixes I’m sitting on at the moment. The first one is gonna be a track 
called either, ‘Untitled AF’ or ‘We Are’, I don’t know which one at the moment, but it’s with my 
homie Carbin. It’s gonna be an A and B side track, A-side Carbin and I, B-side a VIP by myself.
Along with that, I have an EP called ‘SuZy’ coming out really soon, it’s gonna be a four track 
EP that I’ve been curating for so long. A bunch of remixes are coming out for that too, a lot 
of heavy remixes I’ve been playing out in some of my sets that I know people are gonna want 
their hands on.

But like I said earlier, Never Say Die Black Label is gonna be a top priority. A good friend of 
mine, ESQ, he’s released on Black Label before and we’re working on a tune together that 
we’re thinking could go Black Label, so there’s that potential right there. That type of vibe, that 
mentality, is what Calvin Hobbes is turning into.

Saturday I have the headlining show before Downlink and all them, that’s gonna be my big 
festival set. I always have so many different types of sets. I don’t ever plan my sets out, but I 
have different types of intros that lead my sets down different paths. After the mainstage the 
second night there’s my performance at the Silent Disco, which is something I’m really excited 
to be a part of.

So yeah, I have three hours of music to play throughout the weekend and I’m just stoked to see 
the look on people’s faces when I show everyone what I’ve been working on.

Where do you see yourself in five years?

Hopefully, either conquering the world or flying 
to a different one in space!

Last question, what are you looking 
forward to most about Boredomfest?

Oh man, there’s so much to look forward to. 
I have three hours of music I’ll be playing 
throughout the weekend. There’s the pre-party 
on Thursday, headlined by The Widdler. A lot of 
the guys are planning on playing 100% original 
music in their sets that night, which is gnarly and 
I’m definitely gonna participate in.
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